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Reportedl , beginning in 2015, Turkish intelligence services assisted in the
removal from Antal a to Eski ehir of what was termed a Tatar Village , which
houses ethnic Tatar fighters and accomplices of the terrorist group Jabhat al -Nusrah
who are natives of Tatarstan, Bashkortostan and Mordovia. Some of them are dual
Russian-Turkish nationals.
One of the people activel involved in the Village is Timur Maunirovich
Bichurin, a Russian national born on 15 December 1969 who is a native of Ka an
and since Januar 2014 has been acting as an accomplice, helping Islamists fighting
in S ria.
In December 2014, Turkish intelligence services helped to set up camps in
Turke , particularl in Hata Province, to gather illegal migrants and provide
training in preparation for the dispatch of e tremist gangs to S ria. In Januar 2015,
the Turkish MIT was involved in the operation to merge three terrorist bands,
Osman Ga i, Omer bin Abdula i and Omer Mukhtar, into a group called the Sultan
Abdulhamid Brigade, of which Omer Abdullah was appointed commander. The
members of this group are trained in a camp in Ba r-Bucak in Turke under the
leadership of instructors from special operations units of the Turkish Armed Forces
general command and MIT personnel. The activities of the Sultan Abd ulhamid
Brigade are coordinated with the activities of Jabhat al -Nusrah fighters in the north
of the S rian province of Latakia.
It is well known that on 21 September 2015, in the S rian town of Tell Rifaat,
representatives of the S rian opposition who had received militar training at a
camp in K r ehir in Turke had delivered weapons to Jabhat al -Nusrah fighters.
Deliveries of weapons to terrorist groups in S ria are reportedl still taking
place, profiting from the facilities of Turkish -based foundations nsan Hak ve
H rri etleri ve nsani Yard m Vakf (IHH
Foundation for Human Rights and
Freedoms and Humanitarian Relief), mkander and nc Nesil nsani Yard m
Derne i.
Supplies of various forms of weapons, militar equipment and ammunition are
arriving from abroad via the Turkish port of skenderun. Militar equipment and
supplies are transported from there through Hata Province ( nc pinar border
crossing) to Aleppo and Idlib in S ria using vehicles belonging to IHH, mkander
and nc Nesil with the following Turkish registrations: 33 SU 317, 06 DY 7807,
33 SU 540, 33 SU 960, 42 GL 074 and 31 R 5487. Within S ria, the weapons and
ammunition are distributed to Turkmen gangs and Jabhat al -Nusrah units.
On 15 September 2014, representatives of IHH brought supplies of weapons
and medicines from Bursa through the Ce lanp nar border crossing (Re hanl
district) b vehicle into S ria for ISIL groups. This shipment was followed and
escorted through Turke b a vehicle carr ing MIT personnel.
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